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0 L Y with a far tretch of the imagination can one grasp the ignificance of the changes that have come during geo-logical time. It is difficult to believe, a we enjoy the com-
fort of the ew England environment, that the conditions were 
ever greatly different from tho e we know today. One hardly real-
/(Foot-prints on th e Sands of T i m e." Dra:wn from a museum specim en) one-
fourth natural size) by Claude Yat es. 
ize that in a place of uch pre ent ecurity there wa a time when 
tran e bea t fed on a luxuriant vegetation not now exi ting, and 
great reptile tore the fle h of an unfortunate prey and left their 
foot-print on the and a proof of their being and a in piration 
for the poet. 
Who would u pect from our pre ent urrounding that this 
re ion wa once held in the frozen grip of an arctic climate through 
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thou ands of year , that over our head wa piled a half mile of 
glacial ice which had pu hed it way from a Labrador Center? 
till more difficult i it to conceive of condition under which "an 
immeasurable force bur t a under the olid pa ement of the globe" 
of a time when the di rupted Earth ent forth tream of lava 
Th e indelible mark of a glacier. Striae, grooves and polishing, near St. 
Anthony Hall. 
again and agam to o erwhelm ever thing with the floods of liquid 
fire. 
Yet all of thi did take place in the fa hioning of our Trinity 
Campus, a lofty ridge which eem intended by nature to exalt one 
of man' noble t in titution , the College. We may read the tory 
of the e remarkable event in the rock them elve where the record 
written in uch a legible manner, challenge our diligent inve ti a-
tion. 
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EVENTS OF GEOLOGICAL TIME 
Pleistocene or 
Great Glacial Period 
Pliocene, Miocene, 
Oligocene, Eocene 
* -
Cretaceous, Birth of the 
Rocky Mountains 
Jurassic, First Bird and 
Mammal 
Triassic, Rocks of Trinity Campu 
and Dino aur Foot-print 
Permian, Birth of the Appalachian , 
Beginning of Reptile 
Carboniferou , 
Great Coal Beds 
Devonian 
* -
Silurian 
Ordovician 
Cambrian 
Complex Rocks 
* Huronian lee Age 
Age of Man 
} Age of Mammals 
} 
} 
Age of Flowering 
Plants 
Age of Great 
Reptiles 
} 
Beginning 
Age of Reptiles 
Age of 
Amphibians 
l Age of 
J Fi hes 
} 
} 
Age of 
Invertebrates 
The Dawn 
of Life 
History unrecoverable I 
*Ice Age Intensity, From Coleman. 
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It is our purpose in pre enting this de cription of the geology 
of the Trinity Campus to set forth the principal features in a way 
that may serve at once as a manual for the students of geology 
and as a guide to others who may chance to vi it this interesting spot. 
The wealth of evidence of Earth phenomena concentrated here so 
Resembling the stumps of trees, the roots of old mountains tell a story of the 
past. This is a picture of rwhat one might find two miles beneath the 
Campus level. 
near the College deserves such a treatment. Many important prin-
ciples of geology are strikingly presented in the rock formation · 
they offer a laboratory of geological history and structure, of glacia-
tion and mineralogy, and of metamorphism and Earth change. 
We are indebted to many men for our understanding of the local 
geology as its ignificance has been unfolding through the year by 
their work. Over a century ago Profes or Silliman ( 1830) wrote 
a long de cription of the rock which had then been known a a 
valuable stone quarry for a full century. Other eminent geologi t 
have followed: Shepard, Davis, Pynchon, Gregory, Rice and Barrell 
and more recently Foye, Flint and Longwell have added important 
data to our knowledge of the subject. 
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The General Geology. 
A glance at the table of geological time hows us that the Age 
of Reptiles, the l\1esozoic Era, began with the Triassic P eriod. This 
i the period that mark the origin of the rocks form ing ou r cliffs 
but beneath the red andstones of the Triassic Period, and thousands 
of feet below the campus level, we would find the old crystalline 
rocks-granites, schists or gnei se -that were the cores, the very 
roots, of mountain of a till earlier era. (See Historical Resume) 
C/IMPUS LEVeL 
144' above Sea. 
Fl LL 
LOf:S.S 
GRAVE:.LS 
Layers exposed in ex cavating for th e Chapel foundat ions. At th e bottom is 
the bed -rock) th en about sev en f eet of gravel1 two or three f eet of "lo essn 
and ab ove) / our or five f eet of "filln. 
The Pleistocene or Glacial Period i another eventful time m 
the geological hi tory and we shall devote our attention largely to 
the Tria ic and the Plei tocene in discus ing the Geology of the 
T rinity Campu . 
The glacier not only made their indelible markings on the bed-
rock but they al o left a thick layer of soil of inestimable value. The 
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top layer of wind-blown material ( loe s) seen on the Campus is 
unique evidence here of the work of the ice as it ground hard stone 
to a powder. Beneath the loess lie beds of gravel and sand ; trans-
ported by the glacier, these layers of loose material have been carried 
out by streams and orted a to size of grain. 
Two distinct types of rock are easily di tingui hed in the 
Trinity Cliffs; both are of Tria ic age: first, the layer of and-
A hove the contact plane th e dominant lin es of zgneozts rock at·e vertical; 
below are th e horizontal beds o/ sandstone. 
stone with its pha e of finer grained shales; the second, commonly 
called "trap", i a cooled and solidified flow of molten lava. The 
lava is part of an extensive sheet that covered hundreds of square 
miles in its wide distribution through the Connecticut alley; it 
lies upon the red shales that were merely the sands and silt of a 
river bed when the seething flood of molten rock came. 
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From wider observations in the region we know that there were 
three occasions of volcanic action, that the layer of lava exposed 
here at Trinity is the last and uppermost one of the three and is 
therefore known as the Posterior Sheet. The molten materials of 
that ancient day were poured out upon the surface of the land in 
a very fluid state from some undiscovered* vent in the Earth's crust. 
Th e effect of faulting aud eroswn) w block diagrams. 
The sandstone and shale, underlying the trap, were made up 
originally of sand and clay washed down into the lowlands by 
treams and formed what is called "sedimentary rock." That these 
depo its were formed by running water and not by the action of the 
sea, which is known to have occupied this region at an earlier time, 
can be ea ily shown by the pre ence of those features that are peculiar 
to stream work. The combined thickness of the sediments, together 
with the intervening sheets of solidified lava, is estimated to have 
reached a maximum of over 10,000 feet; such a stupendous work by 
running water could only have been accomplished in a broad valley, 
A trough forms and as its bottom sinks tlze stream deposits acwmulate to 
great d epth. Drawn to represent the Comzecticut J1 alley and its under-
lying structures. 
*A volcanic cone ha been di covered in the Balf Quarry near Farmington, 
showing that the source of some of the lavas, at least, was near Hartford. 
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a "trough" that gradually sank as it received the layers one after 
another. These sedimentary beds cover the pre-existing rocks, the 
former mountain roots, and the newer formation lies "uncomform-
ably" upon the old foundation. 
The bold cliff of the westward facing escarpment marks one wall 
of an old quarry and is part of the trip of highland that extends 
from Trinity College past Goodwin Park and southward a distance 
of nearly five miles to the town of Rocky Hill on the Connecticut 
River. This ridge shows well the influence of a hard layer of rock 
on the contour of the land. The trap rock, being more re i tant 
than the sedimentary series, supplies a capping edge that protect 
the softer, more easily eroded shales and andstones beneath. 
All the rock layers slope or "dip" ea tward with an inclination 
of 15 to 18 degrees. Thi means that the layers who e edge are 
visible in the cliff plunge far beneath the surface as they extend 
to the east under the campus. The bed-rock has often been expo ed 
where digging has been done for the variou buildings and of cour e 
TA.INITY RIM E. 
--~-"-~ 
Th e nature of the land surface is d etermined by th e strong and w eak layers 
of rock. 
it follows that for the more ea terly ones the excavations had to 
be dug deeper to reach the hard rock foundation. One hould 
always remember that in an "outcrop" we see merely the vi ible 
evidence of what is indeed a continuous rock mas that pread over 
and penetrate deeply the whole Earth. 
Because of the frequent appearance of the e north- outh trend-
ing ridges in the Connecticut Valley, made up of ledges of thi same 
Triassic rock always dipping eastward, we conclude that the original 
strata were broken into an harmonious system of many faulted 
blocks. 
All of them present their westward facing cliffs after the manner 
of the Trinity ridge. The breaks or fault that eparate these block 
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may be followed for mile by the urface evidence that modify the 
land cape and the imple t interpretation of the Trinity escarpment 
ive u a fault, rougly parallel to the ridge, that may be traced for 
orne twenty-five mile outhwe tward. It i e timated that the 
A n ha rmonious sy stem of faults and blo cks. 
ve rtical mo ement between the two block , a the one went up and 
the other down, mu t have been more than a thou and feet. The 
fault it elf that i the break in the Earth' cru t, may penetrate 
mo re than two mile but the actual depth, of cour e, will never be 
known. 
1 he drainage in the neighboring valley , of intere t in itself, 
ha al o an important bearin on flood and flood control in Hartford. 
At the pre ent time the outh Fork of the Park River, pas ing 
th rough W e t Hartford , continue a far outh as Elmwood, double 
back on it cour e and join the T orth Branch nea r Pope Park; the 
combined t reams then flow through the C apitol ground , the heart 
B 1·o ken and tilt ed blocks fe ature th e g eological structure. 
of the city and thence to the onnecticut River- a di tance of about 
two mi le . 
Formerly the area we t of the Trinity Ridge drained outh-
ward by a channel that lie along the ew Haven Railroad, toward 
Berlin. At no place doe thi abandoned valley ri e above an eleva-
tion of eventy feet. There wa thu a natural flow in preglacial 
t ime from the We t Hartford area into the Farmington River 
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(now the Sebethe) which then joined the Connecticut River near 
Middletown. The Park River established a new course under the 
influence of the glaciers through the trap ridge near the Armory in 
Hartford. 
It has been seriously suggested that the Park River drainage be 
resetablished in its former channel southward and be completely 
eliminated from the City of Hartford. The advantage thi offers in 
connection with flood control are many and obvious. 
The City of Hartford has ju t completed the excavation of a 
tunnel through the Trinity Ridge a few hundred yard north of 
the Campus. Interest developed in this work by reason of the geo-
logical features exposed: the behavior of the ground water a it fol-
lowed the seams in the rock or gu bed forth from the open cavitie , 
the zone of crushed rock that marks the place of a fault, the 
unweathered hale and andstones, the contact between the lava-rock 
and the sedimentary layer , the beer cliff far below the treet 
level at the edge of Pope Park, and the adjacent pla tic clay (varve ) 
= 
Tl arve Clays. These annual layers, /rom a /ourtlz to a hali inch thick, help 
us to understand the glaciers, th eir duration and their work. 
that were held back by compressed air during the operation . It was 
of extreme interest to be able to follow a continuous cro - ection of 
the rock formation and to find that it corroborated o well our 
inferred knowledge of the structure. Even the movement of ground 
water was merely an "inside" picture of the spring di covered 
beneath the foundations of the Chapel, for which provision had to be 
made to conduct the water out ide of and around the Chapel wall . 
Varve clay , so called becau e they are made up of annual layer 
comparable to the ring of a tree, probably exi t on the lower campu ; 
they are found in many places in Hartford. The e clay are of 
importance to us not only in interpreting the age of the glacier in 
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actual years, but al o in giving us a clue to the pa t climatic condi-
tion and the former pre ence of lakes where there are none now. 
Glaciation. 
Of all the geological events which here took place nothing is 
more intere ting than the weeping movement of the great continental 
glacier that in cribed its record on the stone surface and then, melting 
---
Arctic conditions pre<Vailed in New England wizen th e ice-cap corvered the 
land with a layer a lzalf mile thick. 
away, covered everything with a mantle of its characteri tic "drift." 
If we could clear away the layer of loo e material from the campus 
we could walk over a triated surface with a variety of markings-
a great glacially sculptured floor, acre in extent. 
The materials carried by glacier consi t mo tly of gravels, sands, 
ilts and the large boulder we de ignate as "erratics". When these 
Erratics. Drawings /rom boulders found on the Campus> polished and 
scratched by the glacier. One-fourth natural size. 
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particles of variou ize are dropped by the melting ice the hetero-
geneous mas is called "till." There eem to be a complete ab ence 
of thi unassorted material on the campu ; the condition were 
never exactly right for its forming; never did the end or edge of 
the ice front stand till long enough to form the typical moraine 
of till. Later we hall give thought to the de cription of the glacial 
depo its them elve under the title of " oil "; it i ufficient here to 
treat the ubject of glaciation in it broader a pect , the proce e and 
the re ult . 
Glaciers in the pa t a today betoken low temperature and an 
abundant precipitation. The snow and freezing rain water mu t be 
in exce of that which flow away during the ummer. After a 
long period of accumulation when great depth i reached then a 
movement of the glacier may begin. The glacier or glacier that 
invaded Connecticut in the Plei tocene age had a center of origin 
orne fourteen hundred mile to the northward; from that center the 
ice pread in every direction but our interest i in it outhward 
movement only. Such a rna of ice had a depth of at lea t a half 
mile here at Hartford, but in it greatest thickne far to the north 
it must have mea ured at lea t two mile . 
Glacial culpturing :-The effect of a glacier on the bedrock 
varies from the hi h poli h given the urface to the irregular tearing 
away of large block of tone. It chan e from hair-like cratche to 
This groo<ve in th e bed -ro ck n ear th e Colleg e Library is about four f eet long 
and /our incites d eep. 
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groove measuring several inches in depth and many feet in length. 
Finer lines were engraved by sharp stones that, like a machinist's 
tool, were firmly imbedded in the moving ice. The heavier grooves 
and channels were made by "tools" that scoured continuously, with 
great force and for a long period of time. 
The direction of the " triae" indicates the trend of the glacier 
and a curving groove shows that the ice was diverted from its nor-
mal course by irregularities of the land. At time a system of cross-
line , usually at small angles, tells us of two or more distinct ad-
vances of the ice. 
Sometimes we see less regular markings on the rock that we 
call 'gouges". Whether or not certain rough scars a few inches in 
length on the north slope that end near the highe t point of a mass 
of rock are artificial or natural we can not now determine; these 
A ((roche moutonntien, 1·ounded and scoured on tlt e right by the advancing 
gla cier, plucked and tom on tlz c left by th e ice-mass as it moved on. 
Summit Street near tlz e Mus eum. 
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marks may indeed have been made by the farmer's plow thou ands 
of years after the retreat of the last glacier. 
Another easily recognized product of glacial sculpturing i the 
· "roche moutonnee". This is a boss of rock a few feet in height over 
which the ice has glided in it movement southward; in many case 
these rounded and smoothed rocks re emble the backs of sheep on 
the hillside, hence the name. It is evident that the north or "sto " 
side of a mass of rock will be moothly rounded because it is that side 
that meets the full force of the advancing ice. Since the glacier i 
unyielding, too rigid to conform to the lee slope after it reache the 
top of the protruding rock, it pas es over without scouring on that 
side. Instead it pulls out from the outh or lee side the loo ened 
fragments frozen in its icy grasp and, by a process we call plucking, 
leaves that side jagged and irregular. 
Transported Mate1·ial :-The heavy erratic boulders so com-
monly seen in any glaciated region bear evidence of the tremendous 
transporting power of the ice. Regardless of their size, large block 
and small are pushed up steep slopes and over mountain ridge and 
are carried along for scores and even hundreds of mile . 
One particularly fine illustration of such work by a glacier is 
to be found in a large sandstone boulder weighing perhap four or 
five tons that lies on the crest of the cliff everal hundred yards 
south of the Museum. A similar though mailer specimen may be seen · 
at the junction of College Terrace and Summit Street; both of these 
are on top .of the trap rock orne thirty or fifty feet above the bed 
of similar material. Their abnormal positions and the further fact 
that they are more massive than our local red sand tone force one 
to the conclu ion that these "erratics" have come many miles from 
their original setting. 
The glacial drift or till found in many places near- the campus 
consists of a heterogeneous mixture of boulders, gravel, sand and clay. 
Much of it was carried within the ice-mass or on its surface and 
dropped without any regard to sorting as the ice melted away. It i 
evident that this loose material, also, does not pertain to the bed-
rock beneath but, like the "erratics", i foreian and lies unconform-
ably upon the stone surface. 
So much of the ground surface has been changed through the 
agency of man it is difficult to say now what part of the land has kept 
its original features. Certainly the area south of the Museum has 
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Two views of an "enatic": a boulder of rr>d sandstone weighing some four 
tons. Evidence fot· its movement by the glacier lies in the striated, flat-
tened fac es, in its Position above the ledge of t1·ap, and in t/ze fact that 
it is uulike any of the local bed-t·ock, one-fourth mile south of the 
1\t!useum. 
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been le altered by artificial mean and eem therefore to retain more 
faithfully the record left by the la t retreating glacier. 
Minor Fault and Mineral Vein. 
Many fault , break in the Earth' cru t, have appeared in the 
rock of the Connecticut Valley, off etting the eparate block of the 
Tria sic formations and profoundly influencing the topography. The 
numerous north- outh trending ridge and mountain owe their 
origin and give mute testimony to the faulting and tilting of the 
block ea tward. The Trinity e carpment i an example of the re-
sult of thi faulting, a fine showing of the uplifted edge of one of 
the disturbed blocks. 
Sometime the fault are of minor degree and are le con picu-
ou because of the light d i placement along the break. Of uch i 
the minor off etting of the trata well hown near the foot of the 
stone step at the head of Vernon treet; for orne di tance the down-
dropped ea tern block form the face of the cliff itself. The faulted 
zone is now con picuou ly marked by a vein of barite nearly t' o feet 
Left-Offs et layers , a o·ushed zon e, and dragging of th e beds are all evi-
dences of movem ent in faulting. Compare th e photograph on page 22. 
Right-Slickensides. As rock masses press against each other and slip the 
surfaces ufus e, and take on a high polish. Drawn from a specimen in 
th e 1\luseum. 
in thicknes . The white mineral fill the pace where the rock have 
eparated; it penetrate the face of the wall at an angle and di appear 
under the oil at the top of the cliff. 
Movement between the adjacent wall of thi minor fault i 
hown by the dragging of the hale along the di turbed zone. The 
layers have been bent downward on the we tern ide, in the oppo_ite 
direction from which the rock have been moved; the bed have been 
dragged upward on the ea tern ide. ince the plane of the fault 
lean toward the ea t or toward the down-thrown block we term it a 
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"reverse" fault and a sume that it i a re ult of pressure, of thrust-
ing from the ides. If, however, the fault had been formed in the 
bed in their original horizontal position and later tilted to the east 
along with them, then it hould be con idered a "normal" fault . 
It i evident that this fault was formed at a time later than the 
Tria sic Period, ince the rock of that period are them elves broken. 
It i recognized a a part of the great "Palisade Di turbance" that 
brought about a di ordered condition in the Earth strata in several 
tate . Along with the faulting and the ub equent formation of the 
mineral vein there came a change in color in the bordering shales 
to a di tance of several feet beyond the fault zone; the limits of the 
altered zone are at times very sharp and di tinct. It seems that the 
region wa impregnated with a black ub tance, probably carbon, 
and a a re ult the red iron oxides were reduced to a dark slate color. 
With their black color the layers re emble the shales een elsewhere 
in the Valley at a lower horizon ; indeed these lower shales may well 
have been the ource of the carbon stain. 
Along the plane of this mall fault one ees a zone of so-called 
"cru h breccia" made of fragments of the shale that were crushed 
and ground up as the two rna ses of rock were rubbed together 
with tremendous force. Moreover one ees polished and striated sur-
face that have re ulted from the movement of the rock masses along 
the line of fracture; the e poli hed urfaces are " lickenside ". Since 
the planes of lipping are not all parallel we infer that there were 
variou movements in different directions as the rocks adjusted them-
elve to the train ari ing from orne deep eated stress. 
The Mineral Vein :-Within the fi sure that marks the fault 
plane there appear a heavy vein of material consi ting mo tly of 
barite, rna ive and white. Other minerals though small in quantity 
may ea ily be een: green malachite, blue azurite, iride cent bornite, 
black bitumen, glas y quartz and yellow limonite. The copper ul-
phide , chalcocite and covellite, have also been reported from this 
depo it. The quartz often appear as a "dru y" surface on the wall 
rock or a a cement that fill the paces between the broken frag-
ment of the breccia. Where the quartz forms white rna es sur-
rounded by other mineral it obviou ly was formed earlier than they; 
' hen it form a coating around the other mineral it then hows a 
later origin. 
Bornite alone of the copper ulphide pre ent is visible to the 
eye· it cattered grains are ea ily found in the lighter quartz and 
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barite "gangue" and i easily recognized by the play of color that ha 
given it the name of " hor e-fle h ore". Malachite, the green carbon-
ate of copper i ea y to find; it may form a coating on the other 
A mineral vein of white ba1·ite now marks tlze fault near the head of fl ernon 
Street. That one side has gone up relative to the other is shown by the 
offset beds (thro:w)J as indicated by the black lines) and by tlze bending 
of the layer.; as they were dragged. 
mineral or may form a eparate crystal with it di tinctive ilky 
luster. 
The mineral vein wa probably deposited while the rock forma-
tion was at no great depth and re ult from the pa age of mineral-
bearing water under moderate temperature and pre ure . On the 
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whole however, it erve to how two type of olution: one acidic 
and of ' a cending' nature from which were depo ited the ulphides 
that ori inated doubtle in igneou rock near at hand; the other type 
i an alkaline olution coming from 'de cending water " of urface 
ori in that furni h carbon dioxide and oxygen and oxidizing in 
it action . 
The ta k of teaching eolo i made much more imple at Trin-
ity b rea on of thi remarkable di play of mineral and rock 
o near at hand. 
Th e Cpper Campus Formation. 
rdinaril one think of the loo e earthy material that cover the 
·olid rock a ha ing been formed by a proce of decay and di -
inte ration of the rock them el e ; indeed thi i about the only way 
that oil' i ever formed. By oil we mean to include all the and, 
Th e Campus F ormations. An idealized cross-section from west to east show-
ing th e dippi11g rocks and th e part th e glacier played in shaping the 
surface. 
ravel and cla all the uncon olidated material that are formed 
from hard tone a it i reduced to finer and finer bit . 
However, with the urface la er on the campu we mu t 
note another proce that intervened in it making: we mu t recog-
nize the fact that thi material, formed a oil originally far to the 
north of u , perhap orne of it in Canada ha been carried here by 
lacier and tream . For it one mu t u e the term "tran ported" 
oil. 
The campu " oil" i 
manner of it ~ forming. 
much varied in texture a well a in the 
ear the urface of the ground in many 
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places there is a foot or two of wind blown materal that v;e 
identify as "loes ." In the theory of it origin the loe ugge t at 
once the work of the glacier . Below the loe come a layer of 
eight to ten feet of gravels; the e also were brought by the glacier 
and were subsequently deposited by the action of tream . The e 
gravels, revealed on many occasions recently in the excavation for 
new buildings, are made up in part of pebble derived from the ero ion 
of the red sand tone o common here in the Connecticut Valley. 
The coar e and fine material wa, fir t " orted" and then laid down 
by streams coursing out from the melting glacier ice; thi account 
for the distinctly eparated bed of gravel and and which are o 
noticeable. 
From the nature of the layer , the a orting, the cro -bedding 
etc., one gain orne idea of the tream that made the depo it . 
Strange as it may eem, the direction of thi tream wa along or 
Near the Chemistry Building the usoil" varies from fine sands to coarse 
gravels with boulders. The building rests upon a gravel foundation. 
toward the hill and not down it lope! This anomalou condition 
is hard to understand unle we remember that the temporary ·water 
course lay on the slope of a lobe of ice, which no longer exist , that 
occupied the eastern half of the campus. We look above our head 
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to ee what was once the surface of the ice, where the place of 
the tream was that brought our gravels; it was the level of a 
land that the muskox and mastodon knew. 
Doubtle s there were small lakes on the upper campus area 
that were impounded by the hill on one side and by the glacier on 
the other. Along the e "marginal" lake delta and flood-plains were 
formed which now appear as terraced flats. Following the lead of 
Flint and others who have found and studied the Connecticut ter-
race , one expects to be able to identify some of these shelf-like 
areas on the existing campus; one must exercise great caution, how-
ever and not confu e the artificial grading. 
Since it i probable that a lake or lakes once existed on the 
Campus let u designate this hypothetical feature as the Trinity 
Lake for convenience in making reference to it. Undoubted evidence 
of its existence was seen in the depression that appeared in excavat-
ing for the Chapel foundations. The ponded water furnished suit-
able conditions for the growth of vegetation and as a result there 
was formed a layer of rich black humus that still exists far below 
the campu level. A possible spillway for the Trinity Lake may be 
seen in the depres ion leading toward Griswoldville, three or four 
mile outh of the campus. 
Loessal Soils :-A layer of "loes " that has much of interest 
for us ha only recently been found here on the campus; and never 
before has it been reported from the west side of the Connecticut 
River. One recognizes this a a wind blown deposit from its lack of 
tratification, from the angularity and fineness of the grains and from 
its limited depth and areal distribution. 
A two or three foot layer of the loess was first noticed with 
the breaking of ground for the Chapel foundations; here it varies 
from yellow-orange to grey, to dark brown. The darkest part, a 
few inches thick and near the top of the bed, is merely the humic 
oil that formed in the bottom of a depression-the Trinity Lake-
in which the fine du t particles had accumulated. Other exposures 
( 1935) of loess have been made on the site of the new Chemistry 
Laboratory and al o with the grading for new tennis courts on the 
lower campus. Still another deposit was found just off the campus 
where the new road cuts the southwest corner of the "park area", 
near New Britain avenue. 
It appears that this loessal material must have been blown "by 
westerly wind coming across the expo ed Hartford Lake deposits" 
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( Flint) . It wa after the retreat of the glacial ice that the wind 
carried the dust over to the lee ide of the Trinity Hill or dropped 
it on grass covered lope . It i probable that the material wa de-
posited on the gravelly surface of the campu area oon after the 
glaciers had withdrawn and before a layer of oil had had time to 
form; with no period of weathering between the two depo it it 
A photomio·ograph of "loess", magnified 100 tim es. Glassy mineral frag-
m ents, g1·ound up by th e glacit'r, carried and 1·ounded by the wind are 
found on many pm·ts of th e Campus in a two or three foot lay er. 
is ea y to understand the abrupt change from the gravel of glacial 
origin to the wind dropped loes . 
Loess is described a being impalpable, angular, granular and 
with no tratification. It may have a dark color from a mall amount 
of humus or vegetable material; it will appear reddi h or orange 
or yellow with varying amounts of iron stain; it will have an odor 
of clay. The fine grain are at time angular, due to their grinding 
by the glacier and to the fact that they are o new there had been 
little time for them to be rounded under the influence of the wind . 
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It i easy to see that several agents had part in the making 
of the loes : fir t the glaciers, in their irresistible movement, ground 
and coured off the country rock and then pushed and carried the 
material to some distant place. Eventually streams from the melt-
....- -~ -.c::::.- ---
.1  s one 'Visualiz es it-a tJ ebble held in the icy grip of the glacier scores the 
bed-rock. -
ing ice washed thi debris out to the low land , dropping the coarser 
particle fir t and at last the ilt and clay. Thus these finer particles, 
carried to greater distances, finally came to rest in standing water in 
lake or on flood plain. 
When the draining away of the water was accomplished and the 
ilty depo it had dried out they were then picked up by the winds 
and carried to the sheltered side of a hill, to a grass covered slope or 
to the lowland and redepo ited. Loess is therefore "glacio-aqueo-
eolian" in origin. It wa , moreover, the action of the winds that gave 
to the loess it most distinctive qualities: the lack of assorting or 
bedding, its limit of a few feet in depth, its distribution over uneven 
ground, and it very fine texture. The angularity of the grains is 
of course a re ult of the grinding by glaciers of original rock 
material. 
Excavations :-For the matter of later reference and record 
let us make a note of some of the conditions found in the excava-
tions for the Chemistry building made in 1935. An old gravel pit, 
still recalled by older member of the faculty, had its northern 
edge near the northeast corner of the building and extended down 
orne twenty-five feet beneath the upper level of the campus. The 
tump of a large tree tells us omething of the age of the pit itself; its 
base and roots, revealed for a time, again lie buried where it grew 
near the eastern wall of the foundation. 
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A he , gla , bone, tree trunk , leather and a Connecticut marker 
C11444; were orne of the relic of that earlier day. 
In a deep part of the quarry the cro -bedded gravel 
they had been carried from the east by tream action. 
the boulder in the gravel were more than a half foot 
how that 
orne of 
in lon er 
Th e ugougingn hae shown on the ro cks opposite th e 1\Juseum is in co ntrast 
with th e slrnder aud more dl'Licatr marks ttStLnlly made by a glacier. 
dimen ion . In one place a gravel bed a foot thick wa bounded above 
and below by layers of clean and. Ever where both the and and 
gravel seemed to be wa hed thoroughly by the runnin <T water and 
nowhere wa there the mixture of fine and coar e material that ug-
gested the un tratified depo it o characteri tic of the glacial action. 
Mo t of the gravel eemed to be made up of mall tone of one to 
two inche in diameter and in large part the e pebble were of 
the red hales, that date from the Tria ic in their ultimate origin. 
Tlze Sedimentary Rocks. 
At the bottom of the Trinity Cliff lie red and tone and 
shale . While expo ed to the eye for a vertical di tance of only a 
dozen feet, thi edimentary erie i known to extend downward 
some twelve hundred feet where it re t upon another trap heet of 
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great thickne . The sedimentary formation is not as resistant to 
weathering a i the trap rock and therefore, ubdued by erosion, the 
andstone invariably form the lowlands. 
That the and tones and shales are of land origin and not 
marine may be shown by the fact that they are typical stream 
sediments; they have ripple marks, un cracks, rain imprints and 
cro s bedding. That the deposits were made by streams of fresh 
Th e doz en f eet of sedim entary ro ck at th e 
foot of th e cliff mat·k m erely th e begin-
ning of th e ((post erior" shales that extend 
downwm·d more than 1200 f eet. 
water i al o known from the presence of flakes of mica, by the red 
iron stain, by the remain of fresh water animals and plants, by 
the footprints of land reptile and, moreover, by the total absence 
of marine fos il . 
Although commonly referred to a "sand tone", we frequently 
find the coarse and grains giving way to fine silts that have been 
compre sed into dense hale . The original materials, sand, silt and 
mud, were derived from highland , hill , and mountainous tracts that 
bordered the old river valley where they accumulated. Products of 
erosion, they were swept onto the broad flat of an old intermontane 
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flood plain whose surface continued periodically to sink through a 
vast age. During the late Trias ic epoch there accumulated many 
thousands of feet of these coarse and fine sediments, rich in frag-
mented minerals, mica and feldspar as well as quartz. The proce s 
was interrupted only by the three occasions of igneous activity when 
volcanoes poured forth great flood of lava; it was the la t one of 
these lava sheets that furnished the foundations for our structure 
here at Trinity College. 
Connecticut Valley Formations:-
Upper Series- 3,500 feet 
Posterior Trap*, Trinity Ridge 
------------
50 to 100 feet 
Posterior hales 
--- ----------- ------------------·-----
1,200 feet 
Middle Series- Main Trap Sheet, Cedar Hill, etc. 
--------
400 to 500 feet 
Anterior hales 
-- --------------- -----------------------
500 to 1,000 feet 
Anterior Trap 
-------------··-------------------------
200 to 250 feet 
Lower Series- ~ Red Sandstones and Shales ---------------- 5,000 to 7,000 feet 
Crystalline Rocks, the roots of old mountains, at a depth of two to two and a 
half mile beneath the Campus level. 
*These constitute the rock foundation of the College Chapel. 
Primary Characters :-Rocks formed by the deposition of sedi-
ments in water are " tratified". By that we mean that the original 
materials were subjected to a process of sorting by the mo ing 
waters and were arranged in a more or le s orderly manner accord-
ing to size and weight of grain. Where one layer joins another it i 
marked by an easy plane of cleavage that repre ents an interruption 
in the stream's work; we call it a "bedding plane". It happen that 
the sandstones exposed at the cliff and underlying the campu are 
for the most part divided by bedding plane into such thin layer 
that they are of little value as building block . They were, never-
theless, used extensively in an earlier day in spite of their poor 
quality. They proved to be fairly satisfactory whenever the rule 
had been followed of placing the stone in its natural po ition, i.e., 
with the bedding planes horizontal. 
The thickest beds of pure sandstone in the formation here 
measure scarcely more than ten or a dozen inches. Massive sandstone , 
whenever found without banding or streaks, testify to a continuou 
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and uniform tream flow at the time of forming. On the other hand 
where we ee thin bed of finely grained ilt we know that the 
ediment ettled down in quiet water. A change from one type of 
tream to another bring with it a corre pondina change of sediment, 
from coar e to fine or from fine to coarse and thus the tratification 
or bedding i formed. A low current which tran port only the 
fine t ediment furni he the right condition for the gradual accumu-
lation of the layer of cla and mud that eventually form hale. 
From fine to coarse to fine-in cycles. Abrupt change in sediments} /rom 
fine to coarse (A to B 1 C to D) as a flood comes. Gradual change up-
ward /rom B to C and /rom D to E as the stream slows. The line at the 
bottom of a coarse laya J·lzows stream erosion be/ore deposition takes 
place. Drawn in pat·t /rom a photograph taken at the foot of the cliff. 
nder tanding the way in which a modern stream works, it i 
not difficult to read the condition of a remote pa t: a change from 
finer to coar er and tone in the Trinity rock-formation indicate 
that there wa a renewed activity of an ancient tream; conver ely 
a ub iding tream depo ited fir t the coarse and afterward the finer 
material . It is well known that treams of one-fifth mile per hour 
carry only the finest ilt , one at half mile velocity carrie and, and 
a current of a mile an hour i able to move gravel. The change in 
ize of grain eems to vary a much a the i th power of the velocity. 
B) thi we mean that the tream of doubled velocity can then move 
piece of tone four time larger in diameter and ixty-four times 
greater in wei ht or volume. A torrent, therefore, of four miles per 
hour i able to roll along hu e boulder the ize of a football; at such 
a time, of cour e, no maller grain what oever may be dropped by the 
tream to form the finer depo it . 
Frequently one ee an irregular line along the w~ll of rock; it 
how where an impetuou tream ha gouged out ( "contempo-
raneou ero ion") orne of it own depo its and has de troyed a part 
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of its own handicraft. It shows, moreover, how the stream again 
attempted to re tore the evenness of the bedding with new ediment . 
While not precisely an "unconformity" it neverthele s gives a pic-
ture of an old land surface on a small scale, that has been covered 
over by layers which do not conform with those beneath. 
Another feature that interrupts the regularity of the rock layers 
is the false- or cross-bedding, brought about by the peculiar be-
havior of a current of water or ometimes of wind. 1) Cros -bedding 
may result from ripples that advance as they build, 2) it may come 
through the building of a delta with the "fore et" bed on a steep 
slope, 3) it may form as a sand bar, or 4) it may be made by the 
material carried and dumped over an advancing front. If the bedding 
is much crossed and extremely irregular we think of rapidly chang-
Ct·oss-bedding. A bout oue-fow·th tlz e natural .size at the foot of tlze cliff. 
ing or eddying currents at the time of its forming. In pite of the 
resemblance in each instance, contemporaneous ero ion i not to be 
confu ed with . disconformity, nor is false bedding of the arne order 
as nonconformity. 
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Ripple marks are commonly een on the exposed surfaces of the 
red sandstone and shales; they consist of parallel ridges made by 
the wind or by currents in shallow waters. In the case of ripple 
mark made by water-never on slopes of more than a few degrees-
the coarse grains are left in the trough and the finer material on the 
ere t; the rever e is true when the marks are made by the wind and 
here they appear on lopes as steep as the angle of repose of the 
0riginal sand grains. 
It i an easy matter to account for the accumulation of sands and 
ilt in a river valley; it is not so easy to explain why they change into 
stone. The hardening of beds of sediment is naturally accomplished 
at some considerable depth beneath the surface where heat and pres-
sure play an important part. These agents are aided by ground water 
that carries solutions of calcite, ilica, iron oxide, etc., to fill in and 
cement the mall fragmental grains firmly together. 
L eft-Rippl e-marks made by water waves seen at th e foot of the cliff, about 
one-fift/z natural size. Right-Sun-baked clay shrinks and cracks; with 
the next flooding th e space between the cakes is filled with sand that 
hardens to form ridges. 
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This approximate chemical analy i of the red and tone, fu r-
nished by the Portland Brown tone Quarrie i of interest: ilica 
70.0, Alumina 13.5, Iron oxide 4.9, l\1anganese 0.4 Lime carbon-
ate 2.4, Magnesia 1.4, oda, etc. 7.4; Total 100.0 
Markings on the andstone:-While the primary or contempo-
raneous character , already discu sed how inherent qualitie and are 
important in under tanding and interpreting the origin of a tone 
there are certain uperficial feature that are econdary, i.e. , cau ed 
after the layers are formed. 
Shales are ometime marked by irregular ridge of material t hat 
has filled ancient sun-crack . 1\IIud cake are a common feature of 
sun-baked sediment ; ince layers of clay are capable of yieldin 
·fifty per cent of their volume in water, drying re ult in g reat 
shrinking. Therefore wide crack mark off polygonal plate or cake 
that lift and even curl their edges a they dry out. uch sun-crack 
tell u the story of sediments newly laid down by river or lake; they 
are evidence of quick drying under emi-arid condition ; the) occur 
on flood plain , lake hore or le frequently on tidal flat . 
As dried mud-cake are again flooded the pace between them 
is often filled in, before they can be d i solved, with water-borne sedi-
ments of coarser grain that level and build the whole ma again 
into a continuou olid. Subsequently the cake of finer clay are 
compressed under the great weight of other ediment and the and y 
filling of the crack tand out a a tronp- rid ge that i not com-
pres ed. J u t such a thing happened here at the place of the Trinity 
Campus millions of years ago. 
L eft-A "conglom erate" made up of sau cer-shaped cakes of sun-dried clay. 
On e-fourth 1:a.tural size. Right-An inverted cake of clay in stable 
posture} reduced one-half. Frequently bits of clay like th ese at the bottom 
of the cliff arc rolled into and d eposited along <tuitlz new sniim ents. 
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Occasionally the curled cal es of dried mud were picked up by a 
revived tream (contemporaneous ero ion again) and rolled along to 
contribute to a new layer of sediment. We now ee these saucer-
haped fragments in the coarser sandstone layers of our cliff and 
we recognize an unusual sort of "conglomerate". If we look closely 
we ee that many of the aucer-shaped bits of clay are upside down; 
we would expect them to remain in this more stable po ture which the 
current of water would be unable to disturb. This is the so-called 
'intraformational conglomerate'' that has developed within the bedded 
layers them elves. 
Occa ionally one ees mall, round pits a forth of an inch in 
diameter on the surface of the fine grained shales; they are "rain-
drop imprints" that tell u of a prehistoric shower. If the rim of the 
Rain-imprints. Rain-drops plashed toward the lower left as a result of wind. 
Actual size, found 100 yards south of the ]Vfuseum. 
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little crater-like impre ion i uniform and circular it appear there 
had been no wind blowing; if, on the other hand, the rim i pu hed 
out or thickened on one side it i apparent that the drop truck 
obliquely at the time of its falling and that the wind on that 
ancient day wa blowing from the oppo ite ide. 
Many of the peculiar marking we ee in the hale mu t be 
ascribed . to the whim of the tream that brought and depo ited the 
sediments; there may have been an eddying current, light ero ion 
or perhaps the dragging of a floating object. orne of the trange 
forms may be mineral growths or concretion ; there may be the 
casts of ice crystals, and more rarely there are the tube of fu ed and 
made by lightning that are called "fulgurite ". Again the unu ual 
markings display a triking re emblance to foot-prints, the impre -
ions of shells, bone or the tern of plant . 
While no undoubted fo il ha been reported from thi im-
mediate vicinity, yet prehi toric animal have been found in the e 
same Trias ic rock carcely more than a dozen mile from Hartford. 
It is not within our province to di cus the foot-print and keleton 
of dino aur , remain of ganoid fishe , tree trunk , leaf impre ions 
and such that are found el ewhere in the Connecticut Valley, but 
they make an intere ting contribution to the hi tory of that remote 
pat. 
Climatic Indications :-From the ediment them elve -v e may 
gather much important information about the phy ical a pect of 
the land from which they were derived and of the condition under 
which they were laid down by the stream . 
The red or brown color, peculiar to the and tone and hale 
generally, comes from an iron oxide, especially hematite, that may 
appear as fine particle or a a coatin around the and grain . The 
hematite i formed under condition that bring about the oxidation 
of iron; there mu t be an ab ence of a reducing agent such a or anic 
matter. Other circum tance that favor o idation are 1) expo ure to 
the atmosphere, at lea t to air that occupie the open pace in the 
and; 2) alternating condition of humidity and dr ne , and 3) 
e pecially aridity with a low ground-water level. 
Coarse ediment from weathered granite tell u quite clearly of 
hills of -teeper lope, rapid erosion, and no great di tance of tran -
portation. Arko e i the name of a peculiar sand tone who e grain-
are largely pure "feld par". ince the mineral feld par i known to 
weather rapidly in a humid climate and ~hange to clay, the fact 
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that at times it is not broken down into clay by chemical action leads 
us to the conclu ion that the climate was cold or dry. Whenever, 
on the other hand, we find shales containing much kaolin (clay), 
with interbedded sand, it suggests to us that the feldspars of the pre-
exi ting granites weathered under a relatively warm, humid climate. 
The fine materials, moreover, that now make up the shales, imply 
hills of low relief and a land reduced almost to sea level. 
Plants aid <weathering. S eeds lodged on the face of the cliff, they took root 
and hacve part in reducing the hard rock to soil. A, Buckhorn or English 
Plantain and B, Ragweed: auth. Cascio. 
Deposit made in an arid climate, which may be recognized by 
incompletely weathered mineral such as feldspar in arkose, by wind-
blown, rounded sands and du t, by and coated with red iron oxide, 
by wind ripple mark and by sun-cracking, all these suggest that they 
were accumulated on the lee side of a mountain range from which 
the prevailing wind were screened. Thi has well been termed the 
rain- had ow. It is a condition in which the precipitation has been 
caught on an oppo ite lope and carried away in another direction. The 
application of thi to our local geology lead to the conclusion that 
there existed: 1) a range of mountains screening the valley, 2) that 
the e mountains lay to the westward of us, 3) that the rains fell on 
their we tern slopes, and 4) that an arid, probably cold climate pre-
ailed in late Trias ic time in this part of New England. 
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Climate may be indicated, too, by fo sils, those relics of an ancient 
organic world; indeed, it may be shown that the general absence of 
them in the rocks may arise from frigidity, turbidity, salinity, or 
aridity for at least a part of the time during which the sediment were 
being deposited. Shells and other fossil remains are rarely found in 
sandstones because of the destructive effect of erosion that tend to 
reduce the softer organic material to mall fragment at the time the 
sands are laid down. Their absence may also be due to their being di -
solved away, even after they are buried, by reason of the strong 
chemical action of the underground waters. 
One is disappointed in the complete absence of the fo il bone of 
the great monsters that once certainly exi ted in this region. We 
know their foot-prints elsewhere in the Connecticut Valley- orne 
of them 22 inches long-and the bone of such large beasts must have 
been inches in diameter and feet in length! We attempt to account 
for the absence here of any trace of their keletal parts by assuming 
either that the bones once buried were de troyed by ground water, 
or else that the animals themselves were infrequent vi itors to the e 
parts and betook themselves hence before they died. 
The Igneous Rocks. 
The upper thirty-five to fifty feet of the rugged cliff at Trinity 
College is seen to be made up of a rock of small crystals which formed 
from congealing lava, the result of volcanic action that extruded 
molten rock over an area of hundred of quare miles of lowland. 
The lava came from some, as yet, undiscovered vent in the Earth ' 
crust and it was the third and uppermost of a series of flows. A 
temperature of a thousand degrees centigrade mu t have been neces ary 
to produce sufficient fluidity for the spreading of this igneous flood. 
Physical F eatures:-The primary physical feature of the igneou 
rock, those that are inherent and appear at the time the rocks them-
selves are forming, may be summed up under: color, compo ition, 
texture and structure. This rock which we call "trap" shows: ( 1) a 
dark green color on the freshly broken urface that indicate the 
iron-magnesian content, ( 2) the minutely crystalline, at times almo t 
dense texture, ( 3) the presence of vesicle or bubbles in certain 
parts and ( 4) an irregular flow structure in certain localized area . 
From the nature of the rock it is reasoned that the flow wa an 
extrusive one, i.e., that the lavas welled up quietly from an opening 
in the Earth's crust to flood over the lands; it was not an intru ion of 
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fluid magma within and between r<;>ck layers already existing. The 
cooling of such a surface flow took place so rapidly that there was 
little time given for the growth of large crystals of the sort one 
ee in rocks formed at greath depth. l\1oreover the upper layer of 
the lava, which was under no pre sure, hows a surface that is porous 
N ear th e upper surface the la'Va became porous, 
due to expanding gasses. Photo near St. 
Anthony Hall. 
and ve icular due to expanding gase . Examples of this "spongy" 
rock are readily seen in many places along the crest of the hill. 
Further proof that this was an extrusive flow is found in the 
ab ence of baking in the overlying sandstones that were obviously 
formed after the igneous rock had cooled. 
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The rock pressure that come with moderate depth, a few feet 
for example, is usually sufficient to compres and contain the water 
vapor and other gases so that they never form. In the end the ub-
stance of the e ga es combine with the other ingredient of the lava 
to form minerals. At the very bottom of the lava layer, however 
vesicle are again present and we assume that they are due to jet of 
steam that forced their way up from the moist and beneath, over 
which the hot lavas had flowed; the team penetrated and perma-
nently marked thi basal portion of the igneou - rock. Profe or 
Silliman, a century ago, dev·oted several paragraph to thi feature 
of the trap rock; he was able to trace the ve ide throu h two or 
three feet of the igneou rock and even into the and tone that lie 
below it. 
Contact A Iteration:-The surface of contact between the hot lava 
and the wet sands was a place of va t chano-e and of profound 
alteration in the two types of rock involved. There wa a mutual 
This is th e ((contact'' between th e lava-rock a11d th e sandstone, w est of th r 
Mus eum. Th e /ayas below v.:ere baked and bleached and th e la-va , itself, 
was penetrated by steam from th e wet r i<t· r. r san d s; th e holes f orm ed 
<were later fill ed with white min e1·a! substance. 
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effect on each due to the differences in temperature, in the amount 
of water, and in the chemical composition. Such changes are assigned 
to that phase of geology we call "metamorphism", and the meta-
morphic proces es may affect a zone of considerable thickness on both 
ide of the contact. 
The most conspicuous result of the "contact metamorphism" 
come from the baking of the sediments over which the lava has 
pread; they are thereby reduced from the probable red or hematite 
to a ferrou grey or purple. The final color depends more upon the 
other mineral present that, before baking, had been masked by the 
trong red of the highly oxidized iron compound. It is conceivable that 
thi contact zone never had the deep red color, but that after bak-
ing had taken place and the flinty texture had formed the denseness 
of the rock prevented ground water from penetrating and depositing 
it iron-oxide content. 
Jointing Planes:-The lines showing o plainly on the surfaces 
of the trap rock and the sandstone as well are the visible evidence of 
"joint " that penetrate deeply; they are not "faults" that involve 
relative movement of the separated part but are merely fractures. 
They con titute one of the more important secondary features of 
all rocks. Joint are cau ed either by the bending of beds of stone 
in broad fold , by the drying out of ediments or, in igneous rocks, 
by the cooling of the once molten magmas. With the igneous rocks, 
ince the cooling and therefore the hrinking must begin on the 
expo ed urface, the cracks have a habit of entering the rock mass 
at right angle to the cooling urface; they penetrate more and more 
deeply with continued cooling. In the end the whole formation is 
divided into polygonal pillars that are, for rea ons well known, fre-
quently hexagonal. 
It i ea ily seen that the greate t amount of tensional strain i re-
lea ed by the least amount of cracking when the cracks radiate at angle 
of 120 ° from a point. In the economy of ature therefore this plan 
i followed; tho e fractures appearing on the surface of the cooling 
lava that do not conform to the ideal condition-the six-sided block-
are quickly eliminated. 
The weathering and chemical decay of the rocks i greatly aided 
by these joints and fi s ure that open up to the free pas age of rain 
water with it dissolved acids. Of course the weathering processes 
attack vigorou ly the expo ed upper surface of the trap, changing 
the dark green to an orange or buff color; thi i done by changing 
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the mineral, feldspar, into kaolin or cla that is then tained with 
iron oxide. The percolating waters, moreover, penetrate deeply into 
the joints and bring about the decay of the adjacent wall . Thu 
the joints contribute largely to the final breaking down of the tone 
into soil and soluble substances. 
On the face of the cliff from the top downward one finds a 
gradual change from the buff to the deeper orange red at greater 
depth. This suggests the leaching out of the iron oxide or it hydra-
Columnar Structure. l7 ertical columns dev elop in a cooling lava as cracks 
form and penetrate downward; th e ideal shape is th e hexagon. 
tion to the yellow mineral, limonite, near the crest of the hill and 
the retention of the red hematite lower down. 
Trap Breccia :- A mo t unusual phase of the trap rock i to be 
seen near St. Anthony Hall, just beyond the northern limits of the 
Campus. There we have a mass made up of broken, angular frag-
ments, that has been recemented to form a solid rock; it i called 
"breccia". The binding material of the breccia may be of two ort : 
it comes either from the molten lava itself, or from a sandy infiltra-
tion that occupies all the open spaces. 
The fragmenting of the trap to form a breccia may be a cribed 
to the shattering of the glassy rock through udden cooling, to the 
explosive action of super-heated steam, or again, it may be that a 
crust which had formed on the lava surface was pulled apart a the re-
sult of a revived flow. In connection with this last po sibility we ee 
how the broken pieces might easily be rolled into and be bound 
together by some of the still molten material a it solidified. 
Three hypotheses may be advanced to explain the association of 
the brecciated trap rock with the filling andstone: 
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1) The mixing of fragments of igneous rock with sand may 
take place along the front of an advancing flow where the lava rides 
over and mingles with the ediments of a river bed. The extensive 
mixing of sand and trap would uggest that recurring deposits of sand 
alternated with flows of lava. 
Breccia, or broken trap-rock. The spaces are filled in with sand 
o1· with liquid lava. North of f/ernon Street. 
2) Thi mixture of sandstone and trap rock may have formed 
in a zone where both type of rock were involved in a crustal move-
ment. Observed "slickensides" that resulted from the slipping of one 
rock against another upport this notion. 
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3) The most satisfactory explanation of the origin of the pecu-
liar breccia at the head of Vernon Street rests upon the assumption that 
there was an explosion beneath the lava layer. The explosion, follow-
ing the flow of hot magma over wet sands, produced an enormous 
amount of pressure and in spite of the weight of the lava itself the 
steam that was generated overcame all resistance, tore through the 
overlying layer, lifted and shattered the half congealed stone, and 
left it a pile of loose fragments. 
That such an explosion might have thrown rna ses of and and 
mud into the general heap is supported by the presence of pieces of 
shale in the breccia today. In addition it is highly probable that the 
open spaces in the breccia, however it may have been formed, were 
taken up by a later infiltration of sand brought by renewed river 
action; such sands would have sifted down into the smallest crevices. 
The deposits of calcite and quartz that show as a white urface 
coating are considered as conclusive evidence of the former pre ence 
of warm springs. The hot water had come from layers far beneath 
bringing with them the mineral substances in olution. 
Because of the general interest in this rather remarkable geologic 
feature, we refer to the breccia, the hope has been expressed that this 
plot of ground at Vernon and Summit Streets-so useless for build-
ing purposes-should be made a part of the Campus or of Rocky 
Hill Park and preserved for future generations to enjoy. 
Buildings and Building Stones. 
By reason of recent developments on our Campus we mu t now 
recognize a new phase of geology which has to do with the imported 
building stones. These stones are quite different from the ones we 
have described of local interest and occurrence. 
Th~ Chapel Stone:-The beautiful College Chapel is created 
from a cream grey stone, widely known and used, that comes from 
Indiana. While it has the texture of a "sandstone" because of the 
grains that compose it, the grain themselves are made up of lime 
carbonate derived from broken shells, coral branches, crinoid tern , 
etc. All this material accumulated in an ancient mid-continental ea; 
it was swept into a shallow bay when the warm ocean water occu-
pied the region of Indiana, Ohio and nearby territory in the Early 
Carboniferous time. 
Sometimes the grains are quite small so that one cannot identify 
the nature of the fragmented shells, but other samples are o coar e 
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that, with the hells and other form intact, the nature of the stone is 
revealed at a glance. At times the texture appear to be "oolitic" 
which mean that the rounded grains are made up of layer upon layer 
depo ited from a olution of calcium carbonate. 
The formation of thi "Indiana limestone" is said to cover an 
area of eventy quare mile and i some eventy feet in depth. Thus 
a half billion year ago, before the earliest geological episode we 
can di cern in the campu rock , nature was preparing the materials 
for one of our college building . 
T hr Clzapel Sto ne. Made up of little skeletons that resemble stems and disks 
and lacy net-:wot·k. Magnified seven times. 
The Chemistry Building :-A newer tone, both in its formation 
and in it appearance on our campu i the hand orne buff to red 
and tone built into our Chemi try Building. Following do ely in 
geological time the formation of the Chapel stone, it comes from the 
o called Pottsville eries, a name a ociated in the mind of the 
geologi t with the great coal bed of Ohio and Pennsylvania.. 
While the crushing trength of this andstone is not great in 
actual test, being from fi ve to ix thousand pounds per square inch, 
yet it i aid to be e pecially enduring. In one instance the agencies 
of weathering and erosion have not effaced the detail of tool marks 
made more than eighty year ago. The tone give promi e of lasting 
for centuries on our campus ground . An analysis shows it to be 
about 95 , ilica, quartz and largely, with an appreciable amount 
of iron oxide that give it warmth in the lightly varying red color. 
It i probable that the original and , de tined to form the walls 
of our Chemi try Laboratory were accumulated in a delta in that 
ancient Ohio ea; they were preceded and followed by layers that 
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show marine fo il and again bed of coal that tell the tory of fre-
quent change from land to water to land, during the period. 
Older Buildings of Newer Rocks:-We are told that the trim 
of the old Mu eum is a red andstone from .Longmeadow, Ma ., 
that the red stone of all the dormitorie , including tho e built a 
early as 1880, is from the Portland Quarries. Thi tone i therefore 
much younger than that of which the Chapel i con tructed, or the 
Chemical Laboratory even. The Portland and Longmeadow tone 
are of the arne geological age and, in their natural etting are con-
tinuou with the bed that underlie the campu ; they count a mere 
two hundred million year ! 
THE HI TORY REVIEWED 
Let us go back in our fancy and vi it the place of the Trinity 
Campu eon before there were building or fre hmen, before there 
were profe ors to thwart the natural cour e of event . 
First Visit.-Let u take our fir t visit at the end of the plendid 
Paleozoic era. We ee the magnificent ew England mountain 
towering to the lcie , urpa sing perhap , the highe t Alpine peak . 
The teeth of the frost and the wear of mercile tream are ga hing 
the lope and tearing away the uper- tructure; the proce low 
but per istent. othing endure . 
At the close of the Paleozoic Et·a th e uN ew England A Ips" appeared> attain-
ing an altitude of 15>000 f eet or more. It is with this movement} the 
Appalachian Revolution> that th e story of our Conn ecticut Talley begins. 
Second Vis it.-We come to the _arne place in Tria ic time; we 
see how well the eroding force have done their ta k. The mountain 
are razed, their grandeur i gone, and the land i reduced to a monot-
*The block diagrams hown on thi and following page are drawn three mile to the 
inch, without vertical exaggeration. 
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onou plain. But look, yonder a peculiar thing is happening. Miles to 
the ea t of us the ground is sinking, and now beneath our feet and 
now we tward. Streams rush in from the higher ground carrying 
much ediment; they fill the depression as fast as it subsides. 
With the ea ,-ly Triassic Period th e mountains wet·e cut down to a level plain; 
only the old crystalline roots rem ained. All was ready for the river sedi-
ments of later Tt·iassic time which l2ave come to be of such significance 
to us today. Th e land settled gradually as the materials accumulated. 
At times more favorable animals appear; dinosaurs stalk about the 
river flats on their hind legs, monarchs of the time. Fish swim in the 
water; the lake are bordered by vegetation; there may even be small 
mammals, humble and few. At first the benign sun shines on this 
Tria ic land ; then too soon it dries the air and bakes the muds and 
turns the sand tone red. 
--
--
---
__ / 
This diagram s!IO'z.vs the completion of · the Triassic rocks in their original 
posture. Th e heavy lines represent the three lava-flows1 described in the 
text; the broken line shows the surface of the ground as it will be 
ultimately. 
But see that dark flood surging and fuming at it streams out the 
valley floor, sinister and hostile in its meaning. The wave of molten 
magma is killing and driving away all living things; the pools are 
turned to boiling caldrons as the lavas mingle with the water. 
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Our further contemplation is hastened by the stifling gases which 
take the breath; but the view has taught us how the flood of lava 
came, why there are sun-cracks and ripple-marks, and whence the 
footprints on the shales. 
Block faulting has made this a mountainous country again in Jurassic time. 
Each block was tilted eastward and the layers took the. position and 
attitude th ey retain today. 
Third Vis it .-As we pass this way again, we feel vast earth forces; 
there are stres es and strains, and earthquakes hake the land. There 
is a crushing and rending of the very foundations, and blocks are 
heaved as on a troubled sea. Smooth strata are folded and broken; 
huge masses are displaced and tilted toward the east. It i a boi terous 
introduction of the Jurassic Period. 
Once again in the Cretaceous Period tire hills were reduced to a plain; the 
corners of th e separate blocks were beveled and leveled. Fw·thrr weather-
ing and cutting away of the surface will eventually lower the land to 
the line of dashes. 
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Fourth Visit.-A brief occasion in the Cretaceou , and once more 
there is presented to our view a leveled land. Even the rough edges 
of the huge blocks we aw are now beveled, and every rock is covered 
with its oil. 
A glacier swept over th e land in th e Pleistocene Period, pehaps a hundred 
th ousand years ago , and covered it to a depth of three thousand feet. 
Mu ch loose material was carried by th e ice and left where it finally 
m elted away. 
Fifth Visit.-We are here again and it is Plei tocene; all has 
changed, all i unfamiliar. In tead of lavas or sediments or hills and 
valley , nothing i seen but a mass of ice, a gloomy pile which the sun 
mite in vain. Thi i not, a you might uppose, a frozen river or 
lake, but a glacier thou and of feet in depth and the land is hidden 
except for a glimp e when the ice retreat and comes again. The skies 
H ere is the City of Hartford :witlz the Conn ecticut River on the riglzt and 
Talcott Mountain o1z th e left. The front of th e block cuts tlzrough tlze 
Trinity Campus on an east-west lin e and slwws what lies beneath. 
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are cloudy and a mist blurs the sharpness of the outline, but we dis-
cern the shapes of strange beasts, the mammoth and mastodon, the 
horse, caribou, bison and beaver; we seem to see the members of a 
human race beyond the margin of the ice, awaiting its withdrawal 
and the end of winter years. 
Sixth Visit .-Come with me once more; this is our final visit, for 
with our going now we may not come again. It is the year of Our 
Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-seven, and the years of the college 
are one hundred and fourteen. We see the same rocks that Silliman 
saw when the college was still in its infancy; there lies the ridge, the 
pleasant valley beyond. vVe see the surface mantle of till and soil 
from which spring grasses and trees, and men walk about-oblivious 
of the eventful past. 
